
periCOVID instructions: baby samples 
Taking the nasal sample
Please wash your hands carefully before you start.

Taking the urine sample

B. Lay baby down 
and tilt back head 
slightly.

C. Gently insert the soft swab 
tip JUST inside one of baby’s 
nostrils and gently wipe 
the swab around the 
inside of baby’s nose. 
Please repeat this for 
baby’s other nostril 
using the same swab.

A. Wash baby’s genital area and pat dry with 
a clean towel.

B. Put a thick layer of cotton wool or gauze inside 
your child’s nappy.

C. Wait 10 minutes and check 
whether it is wet. If it not wet, 
replace the nappy and wait 
another 10 minutes before 
checking again.

E. Wash your hands throughly and affix the label 
with baby’s Unique ID number (B####) and the 
sample type (Nasal swab) to the sample tube. 

G. Wash your hands throughly and affix the label 
with baby’s Unique ID number (B####) and the 
sample type (Urine Swab) to the sample tube.

D. Wipe the swab around the inside of baby’s nose. 
Please repeat this for baby’s other nostril using the same 
swab. Once you have taken the swab place the soft tip 
into the sample tube and break off the plastic end (at the 
marked breaking off point), ensuring that your swab tip 
is in the liquid, replace the lid on the bottle.

F. Once you have taken the swab place the soft tip into 
the sample tube and break off the plastic end (at the 
marked breaking off point), ensuring that your swab tip 
is in the liquid, replace the lid on the bottle

D. Unpack the next swab E. Once the 
nappy is wet, run 
the swab over the 
cotton wool or to 
absorb the urine.

Please avoid touching 
the cotton bud tip with 
your hands (before or 
after the swabbing) to 
avoid contamination. 

Please avoid touching 
the cotton bud tip with 
your hands (before or 
after the swabbing) to 
avoid contamination. 
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A. Unpack the sample pack. 

Nasal Swab

Urine Swab



 

Packaging
Weeks 1-5 after delivery

Taking the stool sample
Please wash your hands carefully before you start.

B. Lay the nappy out flat. C. Using the swab tip collect a small amount of 
faeces (coating the swab tip) from the nappy.

A. Unpack 
sample swab. 

A. Ensure that all your sample 
tubes are correctly labelled.

D. Do the same with the samples from your 
baby. (Inside the box should be two clear bags 
each containing 3 labelled sample tubes).

B. Place your 3 samples 
into one of the clear 
envelopes, push out as 
much air as possible and 
seal using the sticky tab 
at the top of the envelope.

E. Close the box and place into 
the grey/white plastic envelope 
with UN3373 on the back.

C. Place the sealed clear plastic 
envelope and the completed 
Specimen Request Form into the 
white cardboard  
box that the kit 
came in.  

F. This is pre-addressed to:

Inside the white cardboard kit box:
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E. Wash your hands throughly and affix the label 
with baby’s Unique ID number (B####) and the 
sample type (Stool Swab) to the sample tube.

D. Once you have taken the swab place the soft tip 
into the sample tube and break off the plastic end 
(at the marked breaking off point), ensuring that your 
swab tip is in the liquid, replace the lid on the bottle. 

Please avoid touching 
the cotton bud tip with 
your hands (before or 
after the swabbing) to 
avoid contamination. 
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Stool Swab

Suzy Lim
Institute for Infection & Immunity
Paediatric Infectious Diseases 
Research Group
St George’s, University of London
SW17 0RE

2 DEBASAFE™ medical 
clear plastic envelopes

Grey or white plastic envelope 
with UN3373 on back

6 swabs with vtm tubes 
in sterile packaging

6 sample 
labels

2 instruction 
sheets

1 Specimen Request Form 
(Please complete details)

ID: M#########
WEEK:##
(####) swab

PeriCOVID instructions: baby samples 
Taking the nasal sample
Please wash your hands carefully before you start.

Taking the urine sample

B. Lay baby down 
and tilt back head 
slightly.

C. Gently insert the soft swab 
tip JUST inside one of baby’s 
nostrils and gently wipe 
the swab around the 
inside of baby’s nose. 
Please repeat this for 
baby’s other nostril 
using the same swab.

A. Wash baby’s genital area and pat dry with 
a clean towel.

B. Put a thick layer of cotton wool or gauze inside 
your child’s nappy.

C. Wait 10 minutes and check 
whether it is wet. If it not wet, 
replace the nappy and wait 
another 10 minutes before 
checking again.

E. Wash your hands throughly and affix the label 
with baby’s Unique ID number (B##) and the 
sample type (Nasal swab) to the sample tube. 

G. Wash your hands throughly and affix the label 
with baby’s Unique ID number (B##) and the 
sample type (Urine Swab) to the sample tube.

D. Wipe the swab around the inside of baby’s nose. 
Please repeat this for baby’s other nostril using the same 
swab. Once you have taken the swab place the soft tip 
into the sample tube and break off the plastic end (at the 
marked breaking off point), ensuring that your swab tip 
is in the liquid, replace the lid on the bottle.

F. Once you have taken the swab place the soft tip into 
the sample tube and break off the plastic end (at the 
marked breaking off point), ensuring that your swab tip 
is in the liquid, replace the lid on the bottle

D. Unpack the next swab E. Once the 
nappy is wet, run 
the swab over the 
cotton wool or to 
absorb the urine.

Please avoid touching 
the cotton bud tip with 
your hands (before or 
after the swabbing) to 
avoid contamination. 

Please avoid touching 
the cotton bud tip with 
your hands (before or 
after the swabbing) to 
avoid contamination. 
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A. Unpack the sample pack. 

Nasal Swab

Urine Swab

Pack as usual, following instructions A-D with the additional breast milk sample. Take these samples in 
the unsealed white box (Box 9) with you to your scheduled study visit to your clinician. They will send your 
samples along with blood samples from you and your baby. 

Packaging
Week 6 after delivery


